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THOUGHT  FOR  THE  WEEK:  Quadrant Constitutional Convention 
FOR AND AGAINST THE CONSTITUTIONAL RECOGNITION OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES 
from Keith Windschuttle (Author of The Fabrication of Aboriginal History, Vols 1 and 3 (2002, 2009), The 
White Australia Policy (2004), and The Break-up of Australia (2016) and Editor of Quadrant magazine)
....There is a direct international precedent for all this. In 1982 Canada changed its constitution on minimalist 
grounds, saying merely (i) “the existing aboriginal and treaty rights of the aboriginal peoples of Canada are 
hereby recognized and affirmed”, and (ii) “The Aboriginal people of Canada are defined to include the Indian, 
Inuit and Metis (mixed race) peoples of Canada.” The Canadian political scientist Tom Flanagan points out that 
this minimalist amendment has effectively transferred the power to make indigenous policy from provincial and 
federal parliaments to the Canadian Supreme Court, which has given the more than 600 Canadian tribes, now 
known as “first nations”, not only land rights and fishing rights but the legal status of nations in their own right, 
with their own sovereignty and self-government. It has given the Canadian Inuit people a self-governing state 
of their own, Nunavut (the former North-West Territories). In 2000, the National Chief of the Assembly of First 
Nations declared, “I am not a Canadian”, and that all of Canada still belongs to the first nations. This is not a  
precedent that leads to reconciliation or the healing of national divisions. It only makes them much worse...

A WEEKLY COMMENTARY

• BACKGROUND INFORMATION

• NEWS HIGHLIGHTS

• COMMONWEALTH AFFAIRS

The Price of Freedom is Eternal Vigilance

TEN STEPS TO COMMUNISE A COUNTRY
In May of 1919 at Dusseldorf, Germany, the Allied Forces obtained a copy of the Communist Rules for 
Revolution.   Fifty years later OUR local Communists are all following these same or similar rules here quoted.
A. Corrupt the young, get them away from religion, get them interested in sex. Make them superficial, destroy 
their ruggedness.
B. Get control of all means of publicity thereby.
1. Get the people’s minds off their government by focusing their attention on athletics, sexy books and plays and 
other trivialities.
2. Divide the people into hostile groups by constantly harping on controversial matters of  no importance.
3. Destroy the people’s faith in their natural leaders by holding the latter up to contempt, ridicule and *obloquy 
(* strong public condemnation-ed).
4. Always preach true democracy, but seize power as fast and as ruthlessly as possible.
5. By encouraging government extravagance, destroy its credit, produce fear of inflation with rising prices and 
general discontent.
6. Foment unnecessary strikes in vital industries, encourage civil disorders and foster lenient and soft attitude on 
the part of government toward such disorders.
7. By specious argument, cause the breakdown of the old moral virtues: honesty, sobriety, confidence, faith in the 
pledged word, ruggedness.
C. Cause the registration of all firearms on some pretext, with a view toward confiscating them and leaving the 
population helpless.            *** 
 Note: these rules vary slightly from those found in ‘The Communist Manifesto’ - Marx & Engels
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“THE CATS THAT LICKED THE NEW HOPE CREAM…” by Betty Luks
     When I read Dr. David Pascoe’s article (https://www.
facebook.com/OVHRepro/posts/1234897216638153:0), I was again 
reminded of Eric D. Butler’s 1959 paper presented to 
the Anglican Synod, Melbourne, “The Real Communist 
Challenge to Christianity”.   

     Eric had understood that Christians in that day simply 
couldn’t grasp the danger of the Communist attack on the 
West.  It was not a military attack but a psycho-political 
attack that has intensified since then.   
At the time Eric noted: 

     “... The motives behind Communism are as old as 
man, and the real problem confronting the Christian 
Church is the same problem it has faced ever since 
the famous statement concerning Caesar and God 
was given social significance by outstanding Church 
leaders as they attempted to exercise Authority to curb 
Power…”

     “The only thing new about Communism is the 
techniques it possesses for enslaving both bodies and 
minds.  I refer not only to mechanical technological 
developments, but to the numerous forms of what has 
come to be known as brainwashing.  While subversion 
and the various forms of sabotage are a major part 
of the disruptive programme of the Communists, the 
main, decisive work is done openly in the attack on the 
mind...”

 - - Again, the devil took Him to a very high mountain 
and showed Him all the kingdoms of the world and 
their glory. “All this I will give You”, he said, “if You 
will fall down and worship me”.... Matthew 4. 

Jordan Peterson re-issued the warning 50 years later:

    “Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche, the German philosopher 
saw that the conflict between religious thinking, Christian 
thinking in particular, and Enlightenment thinking, was 
going to wipe out at least the ability of Christian thinking 
to believe the metaphysical assumptions at the base of 
Christian thought.” 

     In 1860 Nietzsche predicted the wars of the 20th 
century, costing many millions of lives, were linked in 
some way to communist ideas and the ‘will to power’.   
Peterson observed Empirical Science ‘had kicked the 
slats’ out of how people thought about Religion and even 
their mental picture of God the Father.  He went on to 
insist only religious language was deep enough to explain 
what was happening to us.  

And now back to Dr. Pascoe’s Facebook article:

THE CATS THAT LICKED THE NEW HOPE CREAM: 
DEB FRECKLINGTON: SILVER DOLLAR DEB,  
3 July, 2017  https://www.facebook.com/OVHRepro/posts/1234897216638153:0

     “Politics is a strange thing.  People seem attracted 
by its power and they lust after it as if it is the most 
important thing in their lives.  They might be good 
and decent people in the beginning, and they might 
want to get into politics for all the right reasons, but 
then something happens along the way and it seems to 
change who they are. If you read about Hillary Clinton 
for instance, you are reminded that somewhere back 
in Arkansas there must have been a good person with 
high ideals and standards.  Then something came along 
that really changed her.  The despicable acts she has 
committed now far outweighs the good. 

     Those who have made a career of understanding 
Clinton talk of a woman without a shred of decency who 
would do anything to win the prize.  It is impossible not 
to see similarities of Hillary Clinton in Queensland’s own 
Deb Frecklington, the member for Nanango.

     These days Frecklington is Deputy Leader of the 
Opposition and Shadow Minister for Infrastructure, State 
Development, Trade and Investment. 

     She is a pert, small-framed woman who loves flirting 
around in high heels and tight fitting skirts. She talks and 
smiles a lot – and then you see it, that sudden shadow 
that falls across her face, that way her expression changes 
and she refuses to look you in the eye.

     In fact, Frecklington is the woman being groomed 
by the Good Ole Boys club of the LNP as a Premier of 
Queensland – not because of her ability, mind you, but 
simply because she wears a skirt, same as Palaszczuk. 

     When you talk about the cats that licked the New 
Hope Cream, however, you come back to one small, 
dreadful act of deception that was carried out by 
Frecklington right at the very beginning, long before she 
was even elected to politics.

     The local grassroots campaign had begun in earnest to 
try and save Acland from being wiped out by the Sydney 
Billionaire Boys Club, and suddenly, the old farmers and 
surrounding community were being woken up to the fact 
that they had all been ripped off, abused and treated very 
badly.    
     Deb Frecklington had been pre-selected by the LNP 
for the seat of Nanango, and she was being personally 
polished for the role by none other than Jeff Seeney, 
considered by many to be the most evil political player of 
them all.     (continued on next page) 
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(continued from previous page)

     Frecklington knew that the Save Acland campaign 
– driven by Alan Jones, Drew Hutton and a high profile 
group of followers - would be enough to lose the seat for 
her, especially since she was standing against two fine 
local candidates of great character and decency who were 
determined to save their farmland and their community 
from being wiped out by mining. 

     Frecklington then hatched a very clever plan. She 
wrote personal, heartfelt letters and emailed them to 
prominent local farmers promising them – giving her 
word, in fact – that there would be no extension of 
mining at Acland if she was elected.  What she did was 
as clever as it was evil and as simple as it was despicable.

You see, the farming community of Acland are salt of the 
earth Queenslanders, good and trusting, and they took her 
at her word.    

     Frecklington then hit the hustings to spread her 
dreadful lie.  “Assistant Finance Minister and Nanango 
MP Deb Frecklington said in February 2012 - a month 
before the election - she had successfully lobbied the 
LNP to “not support the proposal for Acland Stage 3 
that would see the expansion of the open-cut coal mine 
digging up strategic cropping land”. 

     “We will protect farm communities from being dug up 
from mining,” she said at the time.  
 (Queensland Times 13 February 2014)

     On the 19 February 2012 Frecklington increased the 
pressure with a widely distributed press release that was 
closely based on the personal letters she had already 
written to farmers.  It was titled : 
FRECKLINGTON SAYS NO TO ACLAND STAGE 3.

     “After months of lobbying from local LNP candidate 
for Nanango, Deb Frecklington, the LNP has made it 
clear that it will not support the proposal for Acland 
Stage Three that would see the expansion of the open cut 
coal mine digging up strategic cropping land.

     “Deb Frecklington said that fighting for locals would 
be her number one priority if she was elected to represent 
the region.  If elected to Government we would quickly 
introduce Statutory Regional Planning Schemes to 
protect strategic cropping lands on the Darling Downs 
and in the Golden Triangle.

     The fact this regional planning didn’t happen a 
long time ago is just another sign that this 20-year-old 
Labor Government simply doesn’t care about regional 
Queensland. 

 
     “This regional planning should have happened long 
before any mining or gas approvals were given.  Only 
the LNP will stand up for locals and protect our very best 
farming land that can sustainably produce food and fibre 
for generations. We will protect farm communities from 
being dug up for mining.” 

     Mrs Frecklington said this was an important issue and 
that locals needed a strong Government to find common 
sense solutions.

She is a pert, small-framed woman who loves 
flirting around in high heels and tight fitting skirts. 
She talks and smiles a lot – and then you see it, that 
sudden shadow that falls across her face, that way 
her expression changes and she refuses to look you 
in the eye.

     “Anna Bligh is hoping that locals will vote for a 
minor party or an Independent this election, meaning we 
could end up with the same mess we see in Canberra.  
We need a strong MP that can be part of a strong CanDo 
Government.  It’s time for change. It’s time to get 
Queensland back on track,” she said. 

     During campaigning in February and March, 
Frecklington turned up at meetings at Felton and 
Gowrie Junction with Jeff Seeney and Ray Hopper and 
promised that New Hope Stage 3 would never go ahead.  
Frecklington was duly elected in March, and within a few 
months she was being catapulted through the party ranks 
as a dazzling star for the LNP.

     By December 2012, Frecklington was cheerfully 
sending out Christmas Card newsletters featuring 
photographs of her standing smiling on the big mining 
trucks at New Hope.  There was not the slightest trace of 
embarrassment.

     For Frecklington, it was all a matter of semantics, a 
clever little twist of words: this was the ‘revised’ stage 3 
plan that she was supporting, you understand.  It wasn’t 
the other one, the one that wasn’t ‘revised’.

     And that’s really how easy it was.

     It never mattered that both plans came to the same 
plundering conclusion – billions of dollars of pure 
profit for New Hope and the gutting of the water of the 
farmland of the Eastern Darling Downs.

     Frecklington had managed to pull it off, and the 
woman who had been elected on one terrible lie really 
never looked back…”     *** 
Continue reading here:  https://www.facebook.com/
OVHRepro/posts/1234897216638153:0
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     While the gender agenda pushes on the idea that there 
is no real biological basis to gender, and individuals who 
have gender confusion and childhood gender dysphoria 
should have access to corrective surgery – even though 
it is all a social construction: https://quadrant.org.
au/magazine/2017/05/childhood-gender-dysphoria-
responsibility-courts/, hard science continues to find an 
large number of biologically based sex differences. 

     For your interest, M. Gershoni and S. Pietrokovski, 
“The Landscape of Sex-Differential Transcriptome 
and its Consequent Selection in Human Adults,” BMC 
Biology, (2017), outlined 1,559 genetic difference 
between males and females that not only related to sex 
organ differences, but to other organs such as the brain, 
skin and muscle. 

     Science is still discovering what it biologically means 
to be male or female, so even on this basis, let alone 
with reference to psychological data, there should be a 
profound questioning of the gender agenda, which takes 
gender/sex, as a purely arbitrary social construction. 
     Rather, it is the gender agenda, which is a Leftist 
social construction, a product of bad social science and 
bad politics: http://quadrant.org.au/magazine/2012/07-08/the-war-
against-human-nature-ii-gender-studies-part-1/.   ***

SCIENCE AND SEX DIFFERENCES
By Mrs Vera West

 I was not surprised to find Mr Big Australia 
immigrationist Bernard Salt (The Weekend Australian, 
July 1-2, 2017, p. 17) expressing no concern about the 
decline of Christianity in Australia. It is a little difficult to 
pin down his exact position, but the article to me seems 
to see the rise of atheism as an expression of a positive 
view of humanity, and that the movement towards 
secular humanism is a strength, just like diversity, 
immigration, blah, blah, blah. Like so many of the faith 
of multiculturalism, he embraces relativist and humanist 
ideals. As noted by Jennifer Oriel, anti-Christianity 
is “invariably couched in the language of diversity, 
inclusion and minority right.” The Australian, July, 3, 
2017, p. 12.
 Christianity supplied the moral foundation for the 
free world, and the decline of Christianity will not lead to 
atheism replacing it. Mass immigration will bring forth, 
as it has in Europe the new religion of the New World 
order, Islam, to fill the vacuum. Atheist materialism is 
unstable: atheists are generally white, affluent and don’t 
reproduce. Hence, they will be demographically replaced 
by the energies of Islam. The soul of the West would be 
dead.       ***

SALT OF THE GODLESS by James Reed

 An update for our older readers, who like me may 
be struggling to keep body and soul together.  

     First, sugar, not fat, may be the great killer: http://www.
naturalnews.com/2017-07-02-the-secret-to-longevity-may-be-as-simple-as-eating-

less-sugar.html.   Cardiologist Dr. Aseem Malhotra has studied 
the “world’s healthiest village,” which is the village of 
Pioppi in southern Italy. Residents live often disease-free 
lives and many reach the age of 100 years. They have 
plenty of sleep, exercise, and avoid sugar. Fasting also 
had an anti-aging effect. They do not eat much meat and 
dairy, but consume fish, vegetables and they use olive oil.  
Fear of fat, is leading Western people to eat a high 
carbohydrate diet, which Malhottrra believes is 
responsible for a range of diseases.

 Men, there is still some good work on prostate 
cancer prevention: https://www.nature.com/articles/s41698-017-0024-z. 
This study found that ursolic acid from apple peels, 
curcumin and resveratrol, worked together to “melt 
away” prostate cancer cells.  
I imagine that there may be a capsule containing all three 
on the market; there certainly are plenty of high dose 
curcumin and resveratrol capsules available. 

Best wishes to all those cancer sufferers. 
Good luck and God bless you.   ***

NATURAL CURES  by Mrs Vera West


